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Briefly Asked
The sector is driven by its actors. We have asked entrepreneurs of
the German Wind Industry about their most important innovations,
strategies and markets. Read their answers on the following pages.
An excerpt of the
BWE Industry Report
„Wind Industry in
Germany 2020“
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BRIEF ENQUIRIES

The sector is driven by its actors.
We asked decision-makers for their views.

Question #1: “Which actors have a
particular responsibility for promoting
the German wind industry?”
“For the industry to develop successfully, more capacity is needed within the
relevant authorities to deal with approval
procedures, as well as price adjustments on
the part of wind turbine manufacturers.“
DR. ANDREAS MÖLLER, Manager,
ABICON GmbH

“The expansion of wind energy in Germany
still requires political support in the form
of reliable regulation in order to achieve
the targets defined in law. The wind sector
must continue to lobby towards this end,
as well as to increase acceptance for wind
power.“

DIRK GÜSEWELL, Head of Portfolio Development at
EnBW Energie Baden-Württemberg AG

“The supply industry makes a major
contribution to increasing the efficiency of
operating wind turbines, through offering intelligent solutions such as condition
monitoring alongside consumption and
energy balancing.“
MARC LIEBERT, Global Segment Manager,
Weidmüller GmbH & Co. KG

“Wind energy projects are becoming ever
more complex. Success depends on local
acceptance which is a challenge for all
actors. This is why we connect customers
and business partners and enable citizen
participation.“

JÖRG-UWE FISCHER, Head of the Renewable Energies
Competence Centre of DKB and chairman of the Wind
Energy Association‘s finance advisory council

“In the future, only those will be successful
in the industry who can respond flexibly to
the needs of all market participants. Structurally, eno energy is ideally positioned to
also offer cross-sectoral solutions.“

STEFAN BOCKHOLT, Manager
of eno energy Group

“We – industry and politics – have to
work together to increase acceptance and
strengthen the financial income of municipalities. New priority areas for wind must
be identified where there has previously
been little wind energy.“
MEINRAD WAGENSCHWANZ, Vice President
Renewable Energies Germany, juwi AG

“The onus is on politicians to resolve existing blockages with respect to approvals,
created by overly long approval processes
and legal obstacles. We are a strong sector
that is able and willing to promote the
energy transition.“
BJÖRN WENZLAFF, Manager,
Windwärts Energie GmbH
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Question #2: “In which foreign markets
is your company particularly active
and why?”
“We are constantly expanding our foreign
activities, recently to the US and Taiwan,
often hand in hand with our customers.
Always taking into account economic
significance and qualitative feasibility.“
MATTHIAS BRANDT,
Board of Deutsche Windtechnik

“Since 2010 we have been manufacturing
in China directly and locally for our wind
energy customers, as over the past years
the nominal capacity of wind energy plants
has constantly increased there.“

CLAUDIUS HIRSCH, Manager, Interhydraulik
Gesellschaft für Hydraulik-Komponenten mbH

“The international market is becoming
increasingly important. We now look after
a total of 4,053 MW, 1,133 of which are
international in Belgium, Finland, France,
Canada, Croatia, Poland and Taiwan.“

NILS BRÜMMER, Executive Director,
wpd windmanager GmbH & Co. KG

“RES is represented in ten countries.
This global market presence gives us more
clout and our clients benefit from strong
partnerships, exchange of experience and
our network.“

DOMINIQUE GUILLOU, CEO,
RES Deutschland GmbH

“With local production facilities in China,
India and the USA, Rittal serves the Asian
and American focus markets of wind
energy.“

“We have excellent know-how both domestically and in the European markets, as well
as in America, Australia and Asia. We support our customers with tailored financing
solutions for their international projects
in renewable energy and infrastructure
projects.“
HEIKO LUDWIG, Global Head Structured Finance
NORD/LB

“France and Mexico – two large and very
different countries with high electricity
needs or a lot of catching up to do in terms
of renewable energies.“

HEINER RÖGER, Manager
NOTUS energy

“France is a core market for VSB. We have
built up divisions for project development
for wind and PV there, as well as operational management. We are also successful as
a service provider.“

MARKO LIESKE, Manager,
VSB Holding GmbH

“Asian Wind OEMs ask for new Röchling
solutions especially in China which is the
new business opportunity for global wind.
Röchling expects new demands from customers in Asia for on- and offshore wind.“
DAN MORITZ, Industry Manager Wind Power,
Röchling Industrial

“In Norway, Sweden and Finland. Because
they are Ramboll’s home markets, where
we can combine deep local knowledge with
strong engineering teams to deliver outstanding expertise to our customers.“

JOACHIM BINOTSCH, Business Development Manager
Onshore Wind, Ramboll

FRANZISKA HAIN, Vertical Market Manager Energy,
Rittal GmbH & Co. KG
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Question #3: “What has been your most important
strategic decision within the last two years?”

“In the past, our well-being depended
solely on wind energy development in Germany. Today we work in 16 countries, have
expanded our O&M services, and develop
solar parks to balance out fluctuations.“

ALEXANDER KOFFKA, General Management,
ABO Wind AG

“The uncompromising direction of our global organisation to
support the strategies of our OEM customers to help them be
the preferred turbine supplier to their customers“

ANDREAS SCHUBERT, Global Key Account Manager,
Wind Energy/Renewable Market Manager,
DEUBLIN GmbH

“Gram & Juhl has focused on developing
new software related to cyber security and
machine learning as this will be the main
topics in the future of the wind industry.“

ZABIHULLAH ALEFI, COO GJDE, Head of Monitoring,
Gram & Juhl GmbH

“The implementation of a CMMS system for
professional controlling inspection dates
as well as sustainably managing defects
detected during inspection or service
assignments.“
CHRISTIAN ARNOLD, Management,
juwi Operations & Maintenance GmbH
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“To develop a software plug-in for our CMS
to measuring blade unbalances. We were
the first to market this and measure even
small unbalances in kgm. “

HOLGER FRITSCH, General Management,
Bachmann Monitoring GmbH

“Due to our strategic positioning we can
offer our entire range of services regarding
grid code compliance to manufacturers and
project developers from a single source.“
BERNHARD SCHOWE-VON DER BRELIE,
Manager of FGH GmbH and FGH Zertifizierungs
gesellschaft mbH

“Thanks to our latest product, GM Asset
Controlling, greenmatch’s product range is
now tailored to map the entire life cycle of
a project financially.“
MORIS ISIK, Co-CEO, Founder
greenmatch AG

BRIEF ENQUIRIES

“We entered the offshore segment with
a proprietary maintenance system for
large-scale projects and, at the same time,
developed a complex, independent 24/7
control center, which now looks after
onshore and offshore projects alike.“

“The partnership with ROBUR opens up
new options for our customers – whether
through additional services, investments,
or expansion of the international business.“
MAIK SCHLAPMANN, Founder and Manager of
ROSCH Industrieservice GmbH

MANUEL LASSE, Managing Director
Green Wind

“An important decision was to bring knowhow and decades of experience in sealing
technology for large and heavy machine
construction into the challenging growth
market of wind energy.“

“Integrated operational management and
maintenance by a service provider forms
the basis for economically successful
operation of wind farms.“

DIETMAR WOYCINIUK, Manager,
TECHNO-PARTS GmbH

“PNE is one of the most experienced
developers of wind farms. Now we have
developed into a “clean energy solutions
provider”. In addition to wind, in the
future, we will develop photovoltaics,
storage, services.“

“Having enhanced our power generation
portfolio by driving forward the expansion
of our 24/7 monitoring capacity over the
past few years, both in technical and staffing terms, this has now become a central
building block of our technical operations
management service.“

MARTIN FRANGEN, Manager,
Koopmann Group

MARKUS LESSER, CEO,
PNE AG

FLORIAN DOMMEL, Operations Department Manager,
Pfalzwerke Aktiengesellschaft

“The key decision was to establish QV LUX
at a time when on-demand night lighting
approved by the civil aviation authority
was being made a legal requirement.
That’s what I call perfect timing!“

PETER-HEINRICH BOYSEN, CEO,
QV LUX GmbH
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Question #4: “What has been the most important innovation
in your industry in the last two years and why?”
“All these steps towards artificial intelligence. Because it will dramatically reduce
costs if automation not only responds
to short-term events but includes entire
strategies.“
GABRIEL SCHWANZER, Director Business Unit Wind,
Bachmann electronic GmbH

“We count on integrated measurement
technology in wind turbine control. The
market for regenerative energies can only
grow through reliable analysis and diagnostics to ensure system availability.“

MICHAEL WAHL, Founder and Manager
of GAIA mbH

DIRK KORDTOMEIKEL, Business Manager Wind
E nergy, BECKHOFF Automation GmbH & Co. KG

“Financing on the basis of power purchase
agreements largely enables projects to be
implemented without state funding. This
makes renewables competitive – a cornerstone of the energy transformation.“

“The implementation and establishment of
a central online platform for line research in Germany. Transmission operators
can thereby clearly be identified and grid
operation can be designed safely.“

“Market and system integration by
virtual power plants is the basis for further
expansion of renewable energies and
sector coupling.“

JENS FOCKE,
Board of BIL eG

“We have successfully used our new ultra-flat ultrasonic examination system
(FLAT UT) in non-destructive tests of main
rotor bearings. In the case of offshore tests
they no longer need to be dissembled.“

MARTIN WINKLER, Director Sales Technical Center,
Framatome GmbH
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“The most important development is the
development of Na-NiCl batteries, as these
are about 50 percent cheaper than Li battery cells. The necessary raw materials are
widely available. The battery can be scaled
at will.“

Wind Industry in Germany

NILS DRIEMEYER, Director Renewable Energies,
Hamburg Commercial Bank AG

JOSEF WERUM, Managing Director,
in.power GmbH
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“We consider the rapid progress in the
energy output of wind turbines at ever
higher hub heights one of the most relevant
developments. The more efficient wind
t urbines become, the closer we will come
to our goal of renewable decentralised
power supply. “

JÜRGEN JOOS, CFO,
Max Bögl Wind AG

“The development of cables in 66 kV. The
entire power train, from the transformer in
the nacelle through to the connection with
the grid cable, can now be developed at this
voltage level.“

“One of our most exciting developments is
electrothermal energy storage. We are currently developing a solution to store energy
in the GWh range, cheaply and effectively.“

MARKUS TACKE, CEO,
Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy

“The development and implementation of a
fully automated stacking system for stator
sheets gives our end customer an efficiency
increase of approx. 30 %. This creates
advantages in the highly competitive wind
power industry.“
XENIA SELL, Distribution,
Strothmann Machines & Handling GmbH

THOMAS BRANDT, Senior Key Account Manager Wind,
Prysmian Kabel und Systeme GmbH

“The most important innovation from our
point of view is the digital twin along the
entire value chain of the wind turbine,
from design to operation.
Our digital enterprise offering opens up
new perspectives in the interaction of the
virtual and real world for efficient, reliable
and cost-effective power generation.“

“Minute reserve from wind! This is the
first time that a volatile renewable energy
source has assumed responsibility for
grid stability – this is the prerequisite for
completely renewable power generation.“
MARC KOHLENBACH, Senior Key Account Manager,
Statkraft Markets GmbH

KLAUS PACHE, Director of Market Development Board
Wind Equipment, Siemens AG
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New!

Innovative Projects
and Start-ups
INTERNATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL

Published in
German and
English.

The Who’s Who
of the German wind industry
Your company is not listed in the publication?
You’d like to be included
next year?
Logo englischagain
RZ
Then don’t hesitate!

Windindustry
• Company profile and/or Address entry
in Germany
in the printed Industry Report

• Free distribution around the world at
trade fairs and conferences
• Your entry in the two online industry portals
www.windindustry-in-germany.com and www.wind-turbine.com
• Editing and graphics of your company profile
• Free copies for your own marketing
We’ll be glad to advise you:
Branchenreport@wind-energie.de
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Benjamin Gruhn
Tel.: +49 (0)30 21 23 41-164
b.gruhn@wind-energie.de

Marie-Sophie Kunath
Tel.: +49 (0)30 21 23 41-170
m.kunath@wind-energie.de
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